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Abstract 
A digraph G = (V, E) with diameter D is said to be s-geodetic, for 1 ~< s ~< D, if between any 
pair of (not necessarily different) vertices x, y E V there is at most one x ~ y path of length ~< s. 
Thus, any loopless digraph is at least 1-geodetic. A similar definition applies for a graph G, but 
in this case the concept is closely related to its girth g, for then G is s-geodetic with 
s = L (g -  1)/2J. The case s = D corresponds to the so-called (strongly) geodetic (di)graphs. 
Some recent results have shown that if the order n of a (di)graph is big enough, then its vertex 
connectivity attains its maximum value. In other words, the (di)graph is maximally connected. 
Moreover, a similar result involving the size m (number of edges) and edge-connectivity applies. 
In this work we mainly show that the same conclusions can be reached if the order or size of 
a s-geodetic (di)graph is small enough. As a corollary, we find some Chartrand-type conditions 
to assure maximum connectivities. For example, when s >~ 2, a s-geodetic digraph is maximally 
connected if 6 >t F~x/~-  17- Under similar hypotheses it is also shown that stronger measures 
of connectivity, such as the so-called super-connectivity, attain also their maximum possible 
values. 
1. Introduction 
The characterization f those (di)graphs having maximum connectivity is a topic of 
interest o the designer of reliable communicat ion or interconnection networks. So 
a number of different sufficient conditions for a (di)graph to be maximally connected 
have been recently given in the literature. See, for instance, the survey of Bermond 
et al. [2]. Most of these conditions are stated in terms of the degrees of the vertices, the 
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diameter and the order of the (di)graph. For example, we have the well-known result 
given by Chartrand in [3]. Namely, if G is a graph with n vertices and minimum 
degree 6/> L n/2 J, then G has maximum edge-connectivity. Other results are, however, 
of a different nature and involve other parameters such as the so-called 'parameter l' 
and the girth (see, for instance, [9, 14, 7,4]). 
In particular, some recent results have shown that if, for given maximum degree and 
diameter, the order n of a (di)graph is big enough, then its connectivity attains its 
maximum value. Moreover, a similar result involving the size m (number of edges) and 
edge-connectivity applies; see [15, 16, 6]. In this paper, we mainly show that the same 
conclusions can be reached if the order or size of a s-geodetic (di)graph is small 
enough. As a consequence, we find again the above-mentioned Chartrand's condition 
to assure maximum edge-connectivity, as well as new simple results involving the 
number of vertices or edges. In the last section we also show that, under similar 
hypotheses, tronger measures of connectivity also attain their maximum possible 
values. 
The remaining of this section is devoted to recall some basic concepts and results 
used throughout this paper. In it, G will denote a (finite) simple digraph, that is 
without loops or multiple edges, with set of vertices V = V(G) and set of (directed) 
edges E = E(G). The cardinalities n = IV(G)[ and m = ]E(G)I are, respectively, 
the order and size of G. For any edge (x,y) ~ E, we say that x is its initial vertex 
and y its final vertex. For any pair of vertices x,y e V, a path xxlx2 ... x , - l y  
from x to y, with all its vertices different except possibly x and y, is called an 
x ~ y path. A digraph G is said to be (strongly) connected when for any pair of 
vertices x, y e V there always exists an x ---, y path. The distance from x to y is denoted 
by d(x,y), and D = maxx, r~v{d(x,y)} stands for the diameter of G. The distance 
from x to U c V, denoted by d(x, U), is the minimum over all the distances d(x, u), 
u ~ U. The distance from U to x, d(U,x), is defined analogously. Let F-(x) and 
F+(x) denote, respectively, the sets of vertices adjacent o and from x. Their cardi- 
nalities are respectively the in-degree of x, 6-(x), and out-degree of x, ~+(x). 
The minimum degree 6 [maximum degree A] of G is the minimum [maximum] over all 
the in-degrees and out-degrees of the vertices of G. We will always assume that our 
digraphs are connected, hence 6 ~> 1. In general, for any integer k 1> 0, let 
F~-(x) = {v ~ V: d(x,v) <~ k} and Fk-(x)= {v ~ V: d(v,x) ~ k} be, respectively, the 
set of vertices at distance at most k from and to x, and ~+ k (X) and 6£(x) 
their cardinalities. We will also use the following similar notation involving the sets of 
edges whose initial and final vertices are at a given distance from and to x: 
12k+(x) = {(u,v) e E: d(x,u) ~< k}, I2k-(x) = {(u,v) e E: d(v,x) ~< k}, e~-(x) = I~(x) l  
and eg-- (x) = IOk- (x)[. 
Given a subset of vertices F, let F + (F) = U~v F + (x) and F -  (F) = L)x~v F -  (x). The 
positive and negative boundaries of F and OfF = F+(F)\F and t3-F = F-(F) \F,  
respectively. The corresponding concepts for edges are the positive and negative 
edge-boundaries, o+F = {(x,y)~E: xeF  and ye V \F}  and og-F = {(x,y)eE: 
x e V \F  and ye  F}. 
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Clearly, if F u ~ ÷ F ~ V IF ~ 8- F ~ V ] then t? ÷ F [~- F ] is a cutset of G. Similarly, if 
F is a proper (nonempty) subset of V, then o)*F [~-F  ] is an edge cutset. Hence, by 
using these concepts, the (vertex) connectivity and edge-connectivity of G can be, 
respectively, defined as 
~: = min{lS+FI: F c V, Fua+F ~ V or IFI = 1} 
and 
2 =min{lco+Fl: F c V,F ~ O,V}. 
It is well-known that, for any digraph G, x <~ 2 ~< 6; see [8]. Hence, G is said to be 
maximally connected when x = 2 = fi, and maximally edge-connected if ). = ft. 
Following Hamidoune [9, 10], a subset F of vertices of a strongly connected 
digraph G, with connectivity x, is a positive fragment of G if I d +FI = x and F ~ 0, 
where ig = V\(Fw~+F). Analogously, F is a negative fragment if Id-F[ = ~c and 
F ~ 0, where now F = V \ (d -F  u F). Note that F is a positive fragment if and only if 
f is a negative one. If G has edge connectivity )~, the set of vertices F is called a positive 
a-fragment of G if l e) + F I = 2 and, similarly, F is a negative a-fragment if I co- F I = 2. In 
this case, let F = V\F. 
A vertex of a positive [negative] a-fragment F is called interior if none of the edges 
adjacent from [to] x belongs to og*F [o) -F] ;  see also [9]. The following new 
concepts, used in this work, are inspired in the above definition. We define the 
deepness of a positive fragment F as # = #(F)= maxx~Fd(x,d+F). Similarly, the 
deepness of a negative fragment F is # =/~(F) = maxx~e d(UF, x). With respect o 
a-fragments, the deepness of a positive a-fragment F is v---v(F) = maxx~vd(x,F'), 
where F' is the set of initial vertices of e) ÷ F. The deepness of a negative a-fragment F is 
defined analogously. Notice that, with this terminology, only a-fragments with non- 
zero deepness can contain interior vertices. The valley of a positive fragment F is the 
set of vertices x ~ F such that d(x, d*F) =/~(F). The valley of a negative fragment or 
a-fragment is defined in a similar way. 
Similar concepts and results apply for (undirected) graphs. For instance, given 
any two (not necessarily different) vertices x, y, an x - y path has all its edges and 
vertices different excepting possibly x and y. Now, all the introduced concepts are 
unsigned. Thus, for example, given x~ V, and any integer k>~0, then 
Fk(X) = {v ~ V :d(x,v) <~ k} and 6k(X) = Irk(x}l. 
2. Maximally connected s-geodetic digraphs 
A digraph G = (V,E) with diameter D is said to be s-geodetic if for any two (not 
necessarily different) vertices x, y, there is at most one x ~ y path of length at most s. 
Of course, if d(x, y) <<, s there exists exactly one such path. Note that, since G has no 
loops, we always have 1 ~< s ~< D. We are interested in the maximum integer s for 
which G is s-geodetic. If s --- D, G is called strongly geodetic [13]. In this reference it
was proved that all strongly geodetic digraphs are either complete digraphs or cycles. 
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Analogously, a graph is said to be s-geodetic f any two vertices x, y are joined by at 
most one x - y path of length at most s. Note that if G has girth g, then G is s-geodetic 
with s =t_(g - 1)/2[>I 1 since, for a simple graph different from a tree g >f 3. 
Note that in a s-geodetic digraph the number of vertices at distance at most s from 
a given vertex x, 6~ + (x), is lower bounded by n(6, s), where 
6S+ 1 - -  1 
n(6 ,s )= l+6+ ... + 6 ' = - -  6>1.  
6 -1  ' 
Moreover, using this notation, the maximum number of vertices of a digraph with 
maximum degree d > 1 and diameter D ('Moore bound') is n(A, D). 
Analogously, in a s-geodetic graph, the number of vertices at distance at most 
s from a given vertex x, 6s(x), is lower bounded by 
N(6 ,s )= l+6+6(6-1)+ .-- +6(6 -1)  s - l= l+6n(h- l , s -1 ) .  
where the last equality is valid only if 6 > 2. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph with minimum degree 6 and connectivities 
and 2. Let F denote a positive fragment or ~-fraoment of G: 
(a) if x < 6, then I~(F) >>. s and I~(F) >>. s; 
(b) i f2 < 6, then v(F) >>. s and v(F) >>. s. 
Proof. (a) Since F is a positive fragment of G, then 1O+(F)I = x ~< 6 - 1. Let us 
assume that/~(F) < s and let x be a vertex belonging to the valley ofF. Let xl . . . . .  x6, 
be 6 of its out-neighbors. For each x~ let J~ be a vertex in ~ ÷ (F) at minimum distance 
from xl. Hence, f~ = j~ for some i # j, and then there would be two different x ~f~ 
paths of length ~< # + 1 ~< s, a contradiction since G is s-geodetic. Considering the 
converse digraph of G, we can also prove #(F) ~> s. 
(b) The edge case is proved in a similar way by taking into account hat, under the 
assumption 2 = I~o+FI < 6, v(F) cannot be 0, since, clearly, IFI > 1 and the number 
of edges, fl = I(F)I ,  which have their initial and final vertices in F satisfies 
IFl(lFI - 1)/> fl = Zx~r6+(x) - log+F[ >>. ]El6 - 6, and then IFI >>- 6. [] 
The following result, which can also be derived from the results given in [4], is 
a consequence of the above lemma. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph with minimum degree 6, diameter D, and 
connectivities x and 2. Then, 
(a) x = 6/ fD  ~< 2s - 1; 
(b) 2=6/ fD<~2s.  
Proof. (a) By contradiction, assume that x < 8, and let F be a positive fragment of G. 
Let x and y be two vertices belonging to the valley of F and F, respectively. Then, 
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from Lemma 2.1(a) and considering that 8+F = 8-F ,  D >1 d(x,y) >1 d(x,8+F) + 
d(8+F,y) =/~(F) +/~(/v)/> 2s, a contradiction. 
(b) This case is proved analogously using Lemma 2.1(b). [] 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph with n vertices and m edges, minimum degree 
6 and connectivities x and 2. Let F denote a positive fragment or a-fragment of G, and 
consider two vertices x and y belonging to the valley o fF  and F, respectively: 
(a) if x < 6, then n >>. 6 + (x) + 67 (y) - x; 
(b) if). < 6, then m >1 e~+ (x) + e; (y) - 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(a), the distance from x to any vertex v ~ F satisfies d(x,v) >>, 
d(x,8+F) + d(cq+F,v)/> s + 1 and, similarly, d(u,y)/> s + 1 for any vertex u e F. 
Hence, F~+ (x) c FuO+ F, F[  (y) c 8+ FwF and F~+ (x)c~Fj (y) ~ O+F. Therefore, 
n = IFL + IS+El + IFI i> I r~+(x)ur2(y) l  >1 6+(x) + ,V(y)  - x. 
The proof of case (b) goes along the same lines using Lemma 2.1 (b). [] 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph on n vertices and m edges, with minimum 
degree 5 and connectivities ~ and 2: 
(a) if 6+(x) + 67(y) >>. n + 6 for any pair of vertices x ,y  such that d(x,y) >t 2s, then 
x=6;  
(b) if e~+(x) + e~ (y) >>- m + 6 for any pair of vertices x ,y  such that d(x,y) >>. 2s + 1, 
then 2 = 6. 
Proof. It is a simple consequence of Lemma 2.3. For instance, to prove case (a), 
assume x < 6. Then, if x and y are vertices as in the above lemma, we would have 
6~ + (x) + 6[ (y) ~< n + x ~< n + 6 - 1, contradicting the hypothesis. [] 
Note that this result extends Theorem 2.2 since if the diameter D ~< 2s - 1 [D ~< 2s], 
then there are no vertices at distance at least 2s [2s + 1]. 
As, in a s-geodetic digraph, 6~ + (x) and 6- (y) are both lower bounded by n(6, s), and, 
moreover, 5 + (x) ~> 66 + (x) and ~-(x) >t 567 (x), the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph with minimum degree 6, order n, size m and 
connectivities x and 2. Then, 
(a) x = 6 if n <<. 2n(6,s) - 5; 
(b) 2 = 6 if m <<. 26n(6, s) - 6. 
Proof. It is again a simple consequence 
case (a), assume x < 6. According to 
2n(6,s) - 6 + l. [] 
of Lemma 2.3. For instance, to prove 
Lemma 2.3, n>/6 +(x)+6[ (y ) -x>/  
The result stated in case (b) can also be obtained as a consequence of Theorem 
2.2(b). Indeed, since m/> n6, if m <~ 26n(6,s) - 6, then n <<. 2n(6,s) - 1. Thus, given 
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any x, y e V, we have n <~ 2n(8,s) - 1 <. 8~+ (x) + 87(y ) -  1, which implies 
F + (x) nF7  (y) ¢ 0. Thus, d(x, y) <~ 2s and the diameter of G satisfies O ~< 2s. So, 2 = 8. 
In fact, this argument proves that n ~< 2n(8, s) - 1 is also a sufficient condition to have 
maximum edge-connectivity. 
The following consequences of Theorem 2.5 and the above condition, gives 
Chartrand-type conditions to assure maximum connectivities: 
Corollary 2.6. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph with minimum degree 6, order n, size m and 
connectivities x and 2. Then, 
88>>-n-2, 
(a) x = 6 / f  l, 
l, 
S~I ,  
s~>2, 
(c) 2 = 8/ f81>F s+l/;-.v~]. 
Proof. If8 ~>F~r~ - 1-], we have n ~< 2(8 s + 1) ~< 2n(8,s) - 8, assuming s/> 2, and 
then, x = 8. This proves case (a). Case (b) is proved in the same way using the 
condition n <~ 2n(8,s)-  1. Finally, case (c) is a simple consequence of (b) and 
m ~ nS. [] 
Since every digraph is at least 1-geodetic, taking s = I in case (b) of the above result, 
we obtain that if the minimum degree satisfies 6 ~>F(n-1)/27=Ln/2 j, then 
the digraph is maximally edge-connected. This result 
condition for digraphs, and it was implicitly proved 
s = 1 in case (c) we get that if 6 ~>Fx/-~-], then the 
connected. 
All the above results can be stated and proved for 
corresponds to Chartrand's 
in [1]. Analogously, taking 
digraph is maximally edge- 
graphs with trivial changes. 
Recall that now, to say that a graph is s-geodetic (with maximum s) is equivalent to 
say that it has girth g = 2s + 1 or g -- 2s + 2. For instance, the reformulation of 
Theorem 2.2 is the result given by Soneoka et al. [15, 16], and the analogous of 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 are: 
Theorem 2.7. Let G be a s-geodetic graph on n vertices and m edges, with minimum 
degree 6 and connectivities k and 2: 
(a) if 6s(x) + 8s(y) ~ n + 6 for any pair of vertices x, y such that d(x, y) >~ 2s, then 
K=6;  
(b) ires(x) + es(y) >~ m + 6 for any pair of vertices ~x, y such that d(x, y) ~ 2s + 1, 
then 2 = 8. 
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Theorem 2.8. Let G be a s-geodetic graph with minimum degree 8, order n, size m and 
connectivities rcand 2. Then, 
(a) x = 8 / fn  ~< 2N(8,s) - 8; 
(b) 2=8/ fm~<28n(8-1 ,s - l )+8(8 -1)  s -1 .  
Taking s = 1 in case (a) of the above result, we obtain the original result of 
Chartrand [3]. That is, if 8 >/[_ n/2 J, then the graph is maximally edge-connected. In 
a similar way, choosing s-- 1 in case (b) we obtain that the graph is maximally 
edge-connected if 6(8 + 1) > m. 
3. Supereonnectivity 
Superconnectivity s a stronger measure of connectivity whose study has deserved 
some attention i  the last years. A maximally connected digraph is called super-x if for 
each positive [negative] fragment F, there exists a vertex x such that ~3 +F is either 
F ÷ (x) or F -  (x) [d -F  is either F ÷ (x) or F -  (x)]. This means that every minimum order 
cutset is trivial. Similarly, a maximally edge-connected digraph is super-2 if for each 
positive [negative] s-fragment F, there exists a vertex  such that og+F is either t2~-(x) 
or f2 o (x) [~-F  is either t2 ~- (x) or f2 o (x)]; that is, every minimum order edge cutset is 
trivial. Some results about superconnectivity can be found in [11, 12,4, 5]. 
The following result is the analogous for superconnectivity to Lemma 2.1, and was 
implicitly proved in [7]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph with minimum degree 8 >~ 3 and connectivi- 
ties ~ and 2. Let F denote a positive fragment or a-fragment of G. 
(a) I f  x = 8 and c3+ F is not trivial, then ~t(F) ~ s - 1 and for any given u ~ d+ F there 
exists a vertex x in the valley o fF  such that d(x,u) >~ s - 1 and d(x, t3+F\{u}) >~ s. 
(b) I f2  = 8 and co + F is not trivial, then v(F) >>, s - 1 and for any given u ~ F' there 
exists a vertex x in the valley o f f  such that d(x,u) >~ s - 1 and d(x, F'\{u}) ~> s. 
A similar result applies for negative fragments. 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph with minimum degree 8 >7 3 and diameter D. 
Then, 
(a) G is super-to if D <~ 2s - 2; 
(b) G is super-2 if D <~ 2s - 1. 
Proof. We will only prove case (a). By Theorem 2.2, we have x = 6. Suppose that G is 
not super-x. Let F be a positive fragment of G such that ~ ÷ F is not trivial. Let u and 
v be two different vertices in t~ ÷ F. Let x and y be two vertices, belonging to the valley 
of F and F, respectively, asin Lemma 3.1. Then, from the above lemma applied to the 
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pairs u, x and v, y, we have D >~ d(x, y) >>. rain {d(x, u) + d(u, y), d(x, v) + d(v, y), 2s} 
~> 2s - 1, a contradiction. [] 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph on n vertices and m edges, with minimum 
degree 5 and maximum degree A. 
(a) I f  6~ + (x) + 67 (y) >>- n + 2A + 5 + 1 for any pair of vertices x ,y  such that 
d(x, y) >>. 2s - 1, then G is super-x. 
(bl) I f  6~ + (x) + 67 (y) >>- n + 3 for any pair of vertices x, y such that d(x, y) >>. 2s, then 
G is super-j`. 
(b2) I f  es+(x) + eZ(y) >>- m + 2A + 6 + 1 for any pair of vertices x ,y  such that 
d(x, y) >i 2s, then G is super-J.. 
Proof. Let us prove case (a). By Theorem 2.4, we have x = 6. Suppose that G is 
not super-x. If x,u and v,y are vertices as in the above lemma, then 
F~+(x) ~ FwS+FuF+(u) ,  F~(y) c F - (v )uS+FuF ,  and F~+(x)nF~-(y) ~ 8+Fw 
F + (u) wF-  (u). Thus, 
n = IFI + [8+FI + IFP >t Ir+(x)ur;(y)l  >>. a~+(x) + 6;(y)  - (6 + 2A), 
which contradicts the hypothesis. 
The proof of case (bl) is similar 
r,+ (x)•r;  (y) c {u,v}. [] 
by considering that u ~F' ,  v ~F"  and 
Note that this result extends Theorem 3.2 since if the diameter satisfies D ~< 2s - 2 
[D ~< 2s - 1], then there are no vertices at distance at least 2s - 1 [2s]. 
From Theorem 3.3 we now have: 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph on n vertices and m edges, with minimum 
degree 6 and maximum degree A. Then, 
(a) G is super-x if n <~ 2n(6, s) - 2A - 5 - 1; 
(bl) G is super-j` if n <<. 2n(6,s) - 3; 
(b2) G is super-j` if m <~ 26n(6, s) - 2A - 6 - 1. 
Corollary 3.5. Let G be a s-geodetic digraph on n vertices with minimum degree 6. Then, 
G is super-j`/f  + 1)/21 
Taking s = 1, the above corollary gives the condition 6 ~> [-(n + 1)/2] =/n /2 J  + 1 
to assure that G is super-2. This is also a consequence of a result given in [5]. 
As in the case of connectivity and edge-connectivity, similar results for graphs, 
concerning superconnectivity, can be proved using the same techniques. For instance, 
6 i> r(n + 1)/2-] is also a sufficient condition for a graph to be super-2, which is again 
a consequence of a result of Lesniak [12]. 
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